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Idiom Meaning

bitter pill to swallow a short sleep during the day

forty winks an unpleasant fact that you must accept

back to the drawing board it's time to start from the scratch/ start

sink or swim to smell very badly

stink to high heaven
to flatter or be nice to someone in order to get 

something from them

butter someone up to fail or succeed



Learning Vocabulary with ease….



acerbity
Noun 

Meaning:

Harshness, bitterness of temper; bitterness; sharpness and directness in speech

How to learn?

When there was no ASAR on the BETI, the dad spoke with ACERBITY

Usage:

The acerbity in the teacher’s tone made the small child cry

I knew immediately from the acerbity in my father’s tone that I was in deep trouble





Quiz:
Acerbity means:

1. Ideal behaviour
2. Polite and soothing
3. Bitterness
4. None of the above



Bacchanalian
Meaning:

Riotously drunken merrymaking; 

How to remember?

Mr Amitabh Bacchan played a role of a bacchanalian in SHARABI

Usage:

I resorted to telemarketing to pay for my bacchanalian lifestyle during the lean 
years of college





betroth
Meaning:

To get engaged; formally engaged to be married

How to remember?

Betroth is taking the BITTER OATH of marriage

Usage:

Leena was betrothed to Peter after their families finally conceded to their wishes



Quiz:
Betroth means:

1. To spread a rumor
2. To punish
3. To vow
4. None of the above



parsimony
Meaning:

Miserliness; extreme unwillingness to spend money or use resources; stinginess

How to remember?

sPAReSomeMONeY

Usage:

They have all blamed the government parsimony and bureaucratic obstruction

According to Rohit, a ruler who wishes to avoid a reputation for parsimony will 
eventually have to spend lavishly and ostentatiously 





munificent
Meaning:

Very liberal in giving or bestowing; characterised by great generosity; very 
generous; over generous; 

How to remember?

You are GENEROUS in giving your muni and cents

(muni looks like money- MUNIfiCENT)

Usage:

The munificent woman is a well-known philanthropist who funds many university 
scholarships





Idiom Meaning

bitter pill to swallow a short sleep during the day

forty winks an unpleasant fact that you must accept

back to the drawing board it's time to start from the scratch/ start

sink or swim to smell very badly

stink to high heaven
to flatter or be nice to someone in order to get 

something from them

butter someone up to fail or succeed



Cheat sheet:
1. Bitter pill to swallow: an unpleasant fact that you must accept
2. Forty winks: a short sleep during the day
3. Back to the drawing board: it is time to start from start
4. Sink or swim: to fail or succeed
5. Stink to high heaven: to smell very badly
6. Butter someone up: to flatter or be nice to someone in order to get something 

from them
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